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FROM THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

NEWS FROM OUR MEMBERS

he Executive Committee hopes that you had a
pleasant summer season and presents to you
the seventh edition of your monthly newsletter.
First of all, we would like to remind our members
about the ongoing physical resources inventory that
aims to strengthen our common research infrastructure.
This initiative will reinforce our ties of cooperation
and increase the impact of our research. We are counting
on your cooperation to send us information about your
equipment. Furthermore, we congratulate those of our
members who renewed this year, their NSERC Discovery
Grant. As for our involvement, ReSMiQ participates in
the symposium on ecological wireless communications
(Eco-ICT) held in Beijing and organized jointly by the
MDEIE, the FQRNT, and PROMPT. This event aims
reducing emissions in the context of fighting climate
change. We take this opportunity to inform you that
we will, very soon, seek your cooperation in updating
your common CVs. Finally, we would like to ask you to
draw the attention of your students on the ongoing call
for applications of the ReSMiQ scholarship competitions.

EXPOSURE
Dr. Sawan from Polytechnique offered a tutorial at the 6th
RaMSiS Summer School, organized on July 2010 in Lebanon.

T

We are interested in your news (exposure, involvement,
and achievement) for publication in SIGNAL.
Best regards,
M. Sawan, director

More details

INVOLVEMENT
Dr. Thibeault from ETS is the chair of the technical program
committee of IEEE VLSI Test Symposium 2011.
More details

Dr. Sawan from Polytechnique is member of the FQRNT
eRegroupement advisory committee.
ACHIEVEMENT
Dr. Jahinuzzaman from Concordia has been granted a US
patent: “Soft error robust flip-flops” (US patent No. 7714628).
Dr. Peter from Polytechnique received the accelerator
supplement of the NSERC Discovery grant program.
Dr. Peter from Polytechnique has been promoted to senior
member of the Optical Society of America (OSA).

INTERNATIONAL IEEE-NEWCAS CONFERENCE
Do not miss the 9 th edition of NEWCAS that will be held in
Bordeaux, France on:

June 26 - 29, 2011.
More details

OTHER CONFERENCES

RESMIQ’S ACTIVITIES

2010 IEEE Biomedical Circuits and Systems Conference
(BioCAS), November 3 – 5, 2010, Paphos, Cyprus.

Scholarship competitions (graduate and postdoctoral).
APPLICATION DEADLINE – 7 September, 2010.

2010 IEEE International Conference on Electronics, Circuits
and Systems (ICECS), December 12 – 15, 2010, Athens, Greece.

Eligibility and Application

Suplementary scholarship competitions.
APPLICATION DEADLINE – 7 September, 2010.
Eligibility and Application

Financial support scholarship competitions.
APPLICATION DEADLINE – 18 October, 2010.
Eligibility and Application

More details

More details

2010 IEEE International Conference on Computer Design
(ICCD), October 3 – 6, 2010, Amsterdam, Netherland.
More details

2010 IEEE International Conference on Microelectronics (ICM),
December 19 – 22, 2010, Cairo, Egypt.
More details
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